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“With every encounter you have in life, try to leave the
other person feeling like their day’s a little bit happier
and brighter after spending time with you.”
Words to live by. Christie Brinkley recounts these
words spoken to her by her mother. She not only refers
to them as her mindset, but she strives to live by them
as a mantra to which she applies in every aspect of
her life, from social situations to business endeavors.
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Now, she can add winemaker to that list.
An Italian term for “highly beautiful,” the Bellissima
line of sparkling wines speaks to the idea of
celebrating life’s beautiful moments. Designed by
Brinkley, each bottle enjoys an image of Venus, the
goddess of beauty. But, as they say, it’s what’s on
the inside that matters. In perfect Christie Brinkley
fashion, her wines (Sparkling Rosé, Zero Sugar, and
Prosecco DOC Brut) are organic, vegan-friendly,
and include a sugar-free option.
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Many consider any drink that’s “too sugary” to be undesirable,
and Brinkley agrees. “I have had many types of Prosecco, but
I found most were often overly sugary.” She adds, “My Zero
Sugar is not, nor are the Brut and the Rosé. My sparkling rosé
is so delicious and there is nothing added; it’s the natural color
from our Pinot Grigio grapes, and the skin is a red skin that
brings this kind of peachy color to the drink.”

It might seem surprising that any winery would
declare its products as suitable for vegans, but as
Brinkley remarked on a discovery she made about
winemaking, “I didn’t realize the kind of filtering
that goes on through the fish gills and other animal
parts.”
Meanwhile, Bellissima Zero Sugar offers people with
diabetes an opportunity to toast to good health.
“I have to say that I am so proud of this brand; It
has zero sugar, zero carbs, and it is done through
a natural double fermentation process. The natural
yeasts eat away at the sugars and they just leave this
most amazing flavor. We don’t add anything ... it just
tastes good.”

vegetarian,

“I find making cocktails with my
Zero Sugar Prosecco to be fantastic
because of course you are going
to add another ingredient that will
probably have its own sugar, so why
add sugar upon sugar?” she asks.

CHRISTIE BRINKLEY

supermodel is anything but just
a pretty face, and her flair for
business is a thing of beauty.
She’s the face behind one of
the best-selling pieces of body
fitness equipment, Total Gym.
She also has her name stamped
on an eye care line, a skincare
line called Christie Brinkley
Authentic, and a hair extension
line labeled Hair2Wear. All told,
she’s enjoyed a lifelong career as an artist, author,
photographer, designer, actress, philanthropist, and
environmentalist.
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“I just started making the most
wonderful
cocktails
with
my
Bellissima. It has great mixability,”
explains Brinkley.
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health and wellness enthusiast, and
environmental
rights
advocate,
Christie Brinkley is committed to
producing all-natural, 100% organic
and vegan Proseccos that are perfect
in cocktails. Here’s what she has
to say about mixing cocktails with
Bellissima.
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“I have made amazing Margaritas,
I’ve added a lychee to just a flute
of Zero Sugar, with a little bit of
lychee juice for an elegant and chic
cocktail. Another is the Aperol Spritz
using Bellissima … such a European
vibe, holding this beautifully orange
cocktail that you don’t have to feel so
guilty about, because it’s made with
less sugar when using my Zero Sugar.
They are so good and easy to make.
Hey, they are practically health food,”
jokes Brinkley.

Brinkley and her partners also manage to care for the most
beautiful woman of all: Mother Nature. “We use veggie
dyes on our bottle label, and the glass itself is recyclable.”
Furthermore, the Bellissima carbon footprint is kept to a
minimum by bottling the wine directly at the vineyard, rather
than shipping it to a bottling center.
While the beauty of Venus takes center stage on each label,
Brinkley’s primary objective involves creating memories.
“I said, ‘Let’s not have our bottle be boring from any angle.’
I picture this bottle in the middle of a table of friends, and I
don’t want anyone to think the bottle is turning its back on
them. Life has moments and milestones that you need to stop
and savor and appreciate, so that’s what I wanted to express
with the back of our bottle, like a trunkful of travel stickers.”
And soon, the bottles will include a different toast on each
neck. “It will be really fun.”
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